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TREE HOUSE HIDEAWAY
PLOT AT TONIGHT'&PLAY
By STEVIE CHASE

A story with the "innocence of Eden," is the manner in which
one critic has described "The Grass Harp," being presented by
DeMarcus Brown's Pacific Theater Troupe as the second production
of their thirty-first season. The play will run for four perform
ances, opening tonight. The other dates are Saturday, December 4,
and December 10 and 11.
F Much of the action takes place
Vol. 50
C.O.P.—STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Dec. 3, 1954 — No. 11
in a tree house around which the
plot is centered. The scenery was
very difficult to construct, and
reveals some good artistic talent.
One of the highlights is the beau
tiful changes in lighting from day
to
night.
Student Affairs Committee
By ROL CAVIOLA
REALLY
DIFFERENT
held
trial
last
week.
Jerry
Professor J. H. Jonte, of the COP Geology Department, has
Bowers,
Dave
Hench,
Ron
Levbeen selected by the Pacific-Southwestern Area of the Young
The unusual story concerns a
group of people in a small South
Men's Christian Association to tour the European "Y's" on a three- erence, Robert McDonald and
John Wentz were reported to
month inspection trip.
ern town who try to run away
from the unpleasantness of life
Mr. Jonte will also attend the YMCA World Conference in have substituted minerals on
by going to live in a tree house.
Paris on August 16 to 23. The Y Conference is the Centennial the rock and mineral test of
Catherine, a big-hearted Negro
event commemorating 100 years since the founding of the organi November 4 in Geology lab,
Mr. J. H. Jonte, professor.
rSammy who is portrayed by
zation. This particular conference is the 22nd of its kind.
After hearing the testimony,
Dorothy Blais, Rowland Kerr, and
Professor and Mrs. Jonte will-t
Student Affairs reached the
leave shortly after commence
Joyce Blatnic, who will be seen in
following decision: "Having
the roles of Collin and Dolly Talment exercises in June 1955 and
met and considered the prob
inspect the Scandinavian organi
THE TREE TO SEE is the home bo, and Dorothy Pease, who is
lems of irregularities in rock of Dorothy Blais in her role in cast as Verna Talbo, are the prin
zations prior
the conference,
and
mineral test of November Truman Capote's "Grass Harp.'.' cipal characters.
and the organizations of Eng
4, the Student Affairs commit Joyce Blatnic and Gale Jordan
land, Scotland, and Ireland, fol
Others in the cast of eighteen
tee would like to report its look on.
lowing the meeting.
are: Ken Kercheval as Dr. Mor
findings.
ris Ritz; Lola Johnson and Fred
LARGE ATTENDANCE
"The SAC recommends that
Kejlogg, in his roles of the Mini
Approximately 10,000 people are
the offenders receive F in one
ster and his wife; and Doyne
scheduled to participate in this
lab unit and be required to at
Mraz, Carole Fillmore, James
conference. The meetings have
tend the lab period.
Achtenberg, George Felker, Gale
been divided into three series:
All students who will be doing Jorden, Jane Spencer, Ted Eliothe boys camp, older boys, and
student teaching next semester polous, Joan Ellingson, and Iris
adults.
must be at Bannister Hall on De Carter.
An achievement report of the
cember
9, at 11:00.
tour will be made to the Stockton
It has been decided that there
There will be two sections, one GOOD QUESTION
YMCA on his return. Areas that
will be no corsages worn at the for the elementary division in
What happens to the Negro
will be closely scrutinized include
Winter Formal, December 11. The room 105, under the direction of mammy, the aimless teenage boy,
railroads, people, education meth
policy of no corsages is being professor Learned and assisted by and the kind-hearted spinster who
ods, and industries.
tried to see if more boys will Mrs. Pease and Dr. King. In room feels she has been driven from
HIS BACKGROUND
invite girls to the dance when 107 will be the secondary level her home by her hard-hearted sis
Professor Jonte was born in
the financial strain is relieved.
J . H. JONTE
| under the direction of Dr. Potter. ter, is something you will have
Nebraska. A graduate of the Uni
to come and see for yourself.
versity of Kansas, he majored in Mines and Geology as head of
Whether or not the story has a
the
laboratory.
Mining Engineering. He received
"THE PASSING YEARS"
happy ending is a question we
his Master's Degree from the
In September 1920 he came to
cannot answer. You will have to
State University of Iowa. In 1911 COP. Professor Jonte and Dr. A.
learn it by attending one of the
he came to California and worked T. Bawden are famous for their
four performances. However we
for various mining activities. In now discontinued tours of Death
can promise you an evening of
1917 he taught at the Washing Valley with geology students.
warm-hearted entertainment and
ton State College Chemistry De
Next September, Mr. Jonte will
human interest.
partment. He has also been asso celebrate his thirty-fifth year
In January, the career of Dr. Fred L. Farley, beloved and
ciated with the Idaho Bureau of with COP.
inspirational professor at the College, will come to an end. To help
commemorate this occasion, several of his friends have made it Basketball Rally Set
possible for a volume of his poetry, "The Passing Years," to be For Monday At 7:15
published.
There will be a tip-off rally
The book, containing fifty de-f
lightful and thought-provoking cises, the College conferred upon lor the coming basketball season
By DOTTIE ADDINGTON
next Monday at 7:15 in the col
pieces, will be published in a limi him the "Order of Pacific."
lege dining hall.
College of the Pacific is greatly honored to have in its faculty ted edition. Each volume will be THE BOOK
Basketball coaches and the team
this year Professor Jesse F. Steiner. Professor Steiner is taking signed by the author. Only those In honor of the above achieve
Dr. Harold Jacoby's position while he is away doing research work. ordering an issue before Wednes ments, "The Passing Years" is be will be introduced and head coach
Professor Steiner is the son of a minister. He was born and day, December 8, will receive a ing published. Former students Van Sweet will speak on the com
ing season.
reared in Ohio. He graduated from Heidelberg College where he copy.
To a man who has given Paci and associates may obtain a copy
Participants in the rally will be
later received a Doctorate in Literature.
fic so much of his time and pro of this memento by ordering im the song and cheer leaders, Dotty
While attending college he be
mediately in the registrar's of
came interested in the Student not in good repute in Japan at vided so many students and asso fice. The complete cost of this Hudson, and the quartets of Alpha
Volunteer Movement. His work that time. For this reason he did ciates with his fine teaching and handsomely printed and bound Theta Tau and Omega Phi Alpha.
friendship, it seems appropriate
Members of the girls quartet are
with this movement inspired him not return to that country.
that it be climaxed with the pub volume, is $2.00.
Jflhn Crawford, Donis Fleming,
to go into the mission field. He
Besides
Dr.
Farley's
collection
From that time until World lishing of a volume of his excel
went to Japan where he taught
of poetry, which will include such Nancy Gray, and Lois La Bonte;
War I he worked with the united lent poetry.
English in a combination high
favorites
as his grand centennial members of the boys group are
charities in Chicago. During the
school, college, and theological first World War he was the head LONG CAREER
ode, "Pacific, Pacific," an intro Jim Durflinger, Alex VereschaDr. Farley began his career at duction by Chancellor Tully C. gin, Vince Gomez, and John Syl
school for seven years. While of the education department of
there he learned to read, write, the Red Cross in Washington, Pacific in 1918 and has continu: Knoles will be featured. Two se vester.
ously served as the Chairman of lections which have been pub
and speak Japanese.
D.C.
the Department of Ancient Lan lished recently and which are in Naranjado Gives Last
The poor social conditions in
After the war he taught at the gUages jje also has been Dean of
the country appalled him; he de
cluded in the edition are: sonnet
cided to do something about' University of North Carolina for Men, Dean of the College, and was for the Church of the Wayfarer's Call For Pictures
them. On his furlough to the six years, Tulane University for the first Dean of Graduate 50th anniversary in the Carmel
The Naranjado staff is issuing
United States he went to Harvard three years, and the University of Studies, thereby adding to the Pine Cone, November 4, 1954 and a reminder to those students who
University where he studied so Washington in Seattle for fifteen campus in many fields, that "lit a sonnet in the National Poetry are to Have their pictures taken
tle something" that is so difficult Anthology, 1953-54 edition.
ciology for a year and received years.
on Monday and Tuesday of next
While at the University of to put into words.
his A.M. degree. From Harvard
week.
COMMITTEE
Pacific students continue to ex
he went to the University of Chi Washington, he was head of the
Tuesday afternoon is reserved
Serving on the committee which
cago where he also studied so sociology department. After his press their devotion for Dr. Far
ciology for two year.s and received retirement, he taught at the Uni ley. The class of 1954 named him has made this publication possible for those who missed appoint
his Ph.D. After receiving this de versity of Hawaii, in Honolulu the most popular teacher, and his are: Ellen L. Deering, faculty; ments or who have not been as
gree, he planned to return to for a year. In Japan the following name is the first to be engraved John M. Dennis, class of '41; Art signed appointment times for pic
Japan to teach sociology, but the year as a visiting professor he on a perpetual trophy to record Farey, class of '29; Martha Pierce, tures. Call at the Naranjado office
foreign mission board insisted helped establish the sociology de this distinction annually. The 1954 faculty; Virginia Short, class of or phone Rosemary Beklian at
that he continue to teach Eng partment in the International Naranjado is dedicated to him and '22; and Ruby Zahn White, class TK, HO 2-9419, if you have been
missed in the scheduling.
at the last commencement exer of '21.
(Continued on Page 2)
lish, especially since sociology was

Jonte to Tour European Y's,
Attend Confab This Summer

STUDENT AFFAIRS
HONOR TRIALS

TEACHER CANDIDATES
MEETING THURSDAY

No Corsages!

Dr. Fred L. Farley To Be
Honored By Published Poetry

GOP HONORED BY PRESENCE OF DR. STEINER
PROF OF ENGLISH IN JAPAN FOR 7 YEARS

Page Two

T H E

P A C I F I C

W E E K L Y

Exchange News Gives
Sleep-Learning Info

pete's beat

MORE STEINER

(Continued from page 1)
Christian University in Tokyo.
He retired once more to his
home in the Cascade Mountains
in Washington, but again not for
While wandering around in the long. Dr. Jacoby asked him to
"Pacific Weekly's"
office I teach here for a semester during
thought it would be nice to inter his absence. He graciously con
view two important girls on cam sented.
pus. These two are doing a lot of
Dr. Steiner has taught summer
work, but they are not receiving sessions in various universities
enough credit for it- The first including University of California
character is a five foot, four inch at Berkeley, University of South
beauty named Jeanette. "Jet" Ol ern California, Stanford, Univer
son.
sity of Michigan, and the Univer
sity of Chicago. While at the Uni
Jeanette was born on February versity of Chicago he became well
8, 1934 and she spent her grade acquainted with Professor Stagg,
school days in Sunnyvale. Pacific better known to us as Coach
got Jet from Fremont after she Alonzo Stagg.
made her decision not to attend
Professor Steiner has written
the farm, Stanford. Stanford's many interesting books, among
loss was Pacific's good fortune them are: "The Japanese Inva
and COP has never regretted ad sion," "Education for Social
mitting her.
Work," "Community Organiza
tion," "American Community in
Jet has been sophomore class Action," "The North Carolina
treasurer, a member of Spurs and Chain Gang," "Americans a t
twenty-five, but the total class days remaining in the sem HOUSE PARTY
Several years ago KUGR, Wash she is the renowned editor of the Play," "Behind the Japanese
ester. In two short weeks the troops will trek to the home ington State College's campus ra Naranjado this year. No doubt
front to spend the holidays; shortly after that, they will be dio station, began "House Party," the Naranjado will be superior Mask," and "Recreation and Mor
back at the front to prep for finals. Now we are down to a campus musical quiz show to all previous books. When Jet ale."
At the present time he is work
the wire.
which KUGR broadcasts. Mem was in her first year of college ing on a manuscript dealing with
As the Monday of the week before finals descends upon bers of the campus living groups she won the tenth annal "Breck- post-occupation of Japan which he
are contestants and the students
the poor student, there will be signs of pouring on the coal. working at KUGR are the people enbridge"- award. This award is plans to publish under the title
given to the girl that drinks the
Dorms will reek of ash trays full of stale students, experi who put the show together. They most cups of coffee in an hour "Clouds Over the Rising Sun."
Professor Steiner has two hob-"
mentation in indirect all-night lighting will give the business turn out forty-five minutes of at the END ZONE.
bies, tennis and fishing. On his
office fits tor larger and better electricity bills, the staccato good music and hilarious compe
first visit to Japan he won the
o typewriter keys on the platen will turn to a voluminous tition between the men's and wo \Vhen Jet is relaxing she likes Japanese tennis tournament two
rumble, and stay-awake potions will dominate daily menus. men's living groups. Each week a to play the piano or spend her years in succession. While teach
men's group pits its musical
Merchants give the consumer the advice to do his knowledge against feminine op time playing bridge. According to ing summer sessions at the Uni
her sisters at Zeta Phi, Jet is a
Christmas shopping early. Many take advantage of the ponents. Five contestants from terrific bridge player with the versity of Chicago, he played in
the summer tournaments and
lay-away plans. Why not junk the stay-awake plans and each group go through three knack of always coming up with won a number of cups. Fishing in
rounds,
the
scorekeeper
announ
do your bearing down now while time in leisure fashion
the right card at the right time. some of the mountain streams in
ces the winning group who then Hum!
makes itself plentiful?
Washington is now the pastime
has a chance at a bonus-question.
he enjoys most.
WHAT'S WITH THE TEETH?
The winning group receives a
Professor Steiner met his wife
The Editor of the WEEKLY has been approached sev free house portrait from a local The second character is Marian
E.
Meadowcroft,
an
attractive
on
his first trip to Japan. His
eral times during the last two weeks to answer to the rumor photographer.
five foot, seven inch, brown wife is the daughter of the medi
TRAFFIC
TIPS
that the names of the honor offenders were going to fine
haired co-ed. She was born in the cal missionary to Japan. They
their way into print. A complete explanation of publication If you park your car wrong at Canal Zone in March 1934. Mar were married in the provincial
the University of Cincinnati, you
policy on the matter was given when the answer easily will find yourself helping a de ian spent her grammar school city of Sendai. This ceremony was
could have been, "Tough roll, Buster." These emissaries serving undergraduate through days in various parts of the world the first large American wedding
lor the offenders played the routine, "have a heart and college. Seven $150 scholarships and she came to Pacific via to be held in that city.
Tamalpais high and Marin Junior
Dr. Steiner likes Pacific for its
"what's the difference" and "gee whiz, but I . . . "
have been awarded undergradu College.
friendly spirit and beautiful cam
ates
for
the
academic
year
1954When deserved, ". . . it droppeth as a gentle rain from
pus. It differs quite a bit from a
heaven, but in this case, the punishment meted out is 55 as the result of the first year Marian wanted to go to Stan large university, where there is
of enforcing the campus parking
very little close relationship be
certainly no more and no less than a fair shake.
violation penalty system. Each ford, but instead she chose to
Student Affairs has long dreamed of an administration- offense is two dollars; violations, start a family tradition by going tween students and faculty.
laculty-student policy of having a plan with teeth in it for incidentally, have steadily de to COP. When Marian gets mar "I started my teaching in a
ried to some lucky man, she plans Christian institution in Japan and
dealing with those who choose devious methods for getting creased in number during the to have her youngsters go to COP. am finishing in a Christian insti
around the normal way of doing things in class. As shown past year!
From the University of South If the future Pacificites follow in tution in California."
in recent conversation with Pacific grads who used the ern California comes another so Marian's foot steps, Pacific will As soon as Dr. Steiner finishes
his work here, at the end of the
sundry methods of cheating (such a bad word), it proved lution to parking problems — bi be richly endowed forever.
semester,
he and Mrs. Steiner
to be more work to prepare such methods than it actually cycles. This suggestion came from
plan
to
go
to Honolulu to spend
Eleanor
(that's
her
middle
would have been to do the work as it should have been done a meeting of campus officers and
the
winter.
Los Angeles city officials in an name) has belonged to many dif
The worry-factor was also much greater.
attempt to relieve the parking ferent organizations while attend
As for the teeth of student affairs, good work. For problem around SC. The fad is ing Pacific. Among the many are:
those who caught the first bite, was it worth it?
catching hold; even SC's Chan CSTA, rally committee, and the
TO THE GOOD DOCTOR
cellor, Rufus B. von Kleinsmid important job of being social
By ROL CAVIOLA
chairman this year. The social
For many semesters, students of Dr. Fred L. Farley's is an ardent bicycle fan.
Veterans training under the
events have been taken care of
creative verse class have expressed to each other the desire BUGGY?
Korean GI Bill are aiming for
From Michigan State College very ably this year by Marian. high skilled jobs and away from
to read some of his poetry. With the forthcoming publica
comes the story of a student who Believe it or not, Marian won a
tion of The Passing Years," we at last get a look at a drove his car into a dark wooded good citizenship award while at "snap" courses, a VA study re
vealed.
sampling of the "best," of the inspiring professor.
area near East Lansing and tending junior college. This shows
Ten percent of the trainees —
It is with great anticipation that we look forward to turned on the headlights. The that Marian can be a good girl or a total of 51,000, chose busi
when
she
wants
to
be.
January 15 when the volume will appear. Shortly after that police thought that he looked
ness management and business
date, Dr.. Farley will leave Stockton to assuage his long mighty funny running around in
administration, and 14,000 pre
front of the car with a butterfly
Marian intends to come back pared to be accountants or audi
siege of Carmelitis.
net when they drove up a few to Pacific in the fall for her sec tors.
minutes later. The student, for ondary teaching credential. Ac
Another 10 percent, or 50,000
checks are always late. They nor tunately, got a chance to explain cording to a recent survey, it was entered training in the field of
mally arrive on or about the 20th what he was doing before the found that in Marian's English science. 30,000 of this group stud
little men in white coats arrived. class most boys would not mind ied engineering, while 13,000 chose
William L. Schulz, Jr., San Joa
of each month.
He was taking entomology at getting an "F" grade so that they medicine and related courses.
quin County Veteran's Service of
What happened to. the resplen MSC and figured that the lights might take the course over again.
Sixteen thousand were enrolled
ficer, has moved to a new office
dent Marine Color Guard at the would attract all kinds of bugs
in teaching courses; 9,000 in law;
location: 211 California Building,
for his specimens.
When Marian is relaxing at Ep- 6,400 in psychology, economics
11 South San . Joaquin Street, San Jose-COP game? Looks like
"Fjord—A Swedish automobile" silon, she likes to practice her and other social sciences; 2500
they were aced out, and Howell
Stockton, California.
"Nicotine—the man who dis ballet dancing (Is that relaxing?) for the ministry; 12,000 in art
After much waiting, the checks Runion went to see the Marines,
covered cigarettes."
and play poker. The main am and design; 1200 in architecture;
for the month of September have not the game. Cheer up . . .
"Scotland Yard — 2 feet, 10 bition of Eleanor at this point is 2500 in music, and 1,000 in jour
arrived. I am told that the first there's always next year!
inches."
to learn how to Mambo.
nalism.
Did you know that it is possible
to sleep your way through col
lege? A recent article in the
UCLA Daily Bruin gave an ac
count of Mr. A. W. Turnbow, a
Editor—GENE ROSS
Business Manager—LLOYD THORSEN
1954 Nebraska college graduate,
Managing Editor
Sally Post
who boasts that he "slept his way
Assisting Managing Editor
pete Lewis
through."
Sports Editor
1
ZZZZlCe* Ciatti
Assistant Sports Editor
Al Mangin
His secret has been sleep-learn
Society Editor
Betty Fjeguth
ing. Turnbow had read many
Copy Editor
Mary Jayne Krebs
articles on the theory of sleepExchange Editor
.;
Pat Lamb
learning, but none informed him
Photographer
Ron
Koon
Faculty Adviser
Osborne how fo go about it, so he decided
Reporters—Dorothy Addington, Roland Caviola, Stephane Chase, Clark Chatfield to make his own sleep-learning
Martha Dragoo, George Fowler, Gerry Gray, Bill Hammersmith, Edwin Kurata, Dean device
and experiment while
Mcvay, Velma Ort, Stan Pedder, Virginia Sprout, Skip Stewart, and Connie Tjernagel. carrying 19 credit hours in col
lege.
n„,»P!ibliShed eve;y,Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
He first read 2,000 Russian
undVr the SAct°of March
°Ct°bCr
"24' 0t ,he P°St 0,fice' Sfockton' Colifor"ia
vocabulary words into a machine,
MULDDWNEY
STOCKTON
then gave the English meaning
of each; he had such successful
results that he did similarly for
the rest of his courses. Turnbow
is now president of Sleep-Learn
ing Research Association in Oma
TWENTY*FIVE DAYS
Not the shopping days until Christmas is the number ha.

By PETE LEWIS

EDITORIAL

Vets Select Varied
Job Opportunities

VETS' NEWS

THE PACIFIC

New Financial Aid Plan For Colleges
Outlined By General Electric Official

GOP Students Resort
To Voodoo Threats

By CONNIE TJERNAGEL
* n6W ,flan t0 Provide additional financial assistance for
American colleges and universities through direct grants of funds
COP students have resorted to
was announced today by trustees,of the General Electric Educa voodoo to improve their grades
tional and Charitable Fund. The new plan, known as the Cor now that the Honor Committee is
porate Alumnus Program, becomes effective January 1. It is the blasting classroom cheating.
intent within limits of the plan that gifts will be made from the
A doll, characteristic of a
duringni955 °UntS
^ th°Se mad6 by G'E emPloyed alumni clown, with twelve darts sunk in
its ragged body, was found on
In announcing the plan, Philip+
Dr.
Howard Runion's desk in the
D. Reed, Chairman of the G-E However, he explained, "in almost
Speech department. Accompany
Board of Directors and chairman every instance, the real cost of
ing the effigy was a note read
of the Fund's trustees, said the college education was not covered
plan "is thought to be unique in by the tuition paid — usually not ing, "A" for all of us, or — BEbusiness-education circles because more than half of it, in fact. It WARE!" The note was signed,
'The Gang."
it provides for joint participation seems appropriate and fair,
Dr. Runion, contemplating what
in the giving program by individ therefore, that both the individual
ual employees who are college and the organization with which to do, stuck the clown on the hall
SEEN IN THE SITTING ROOM scene of "Grass Harp" are
graduates,and by the Educational he has allied himself should un bulletin board with a dart through
the head. Later Dr. Runion found Dorothy Pease, Gale Jordan, Joyce Blatnic, and Joan Ellingson.
Fund."
dertake some measure of support the effigy with a dart through
MANY JOBS
for the colleges and universities the heart. A note pinned beside
board with black crepe paper.
BEAT IT!
Mr. Reed estimated the com which play so important a role in it read, "Doc has no heart."
His final note was anwered
pany employs some 23,000 col American life and progress so
Hoping
to
capture
the
jokers,
Peter Peter, Pumpkin Head
lege graduates with earned de that others can participate in Dr. Runion wrote an answer in unsympathetically — "Goodbye
Had a Beat which no one read;
those benefits."
Doc!"
grees from more than 540 U.S.
phonetics: "I took the coward's
colleges and universities. He said CHALLENGING IDEA
So far the offenders have not So he put in bits of trash
way out. I can't face my classes
Continuing, Mr. Reed said, I'm heading for the river." For been caught, but Dr. Runion is
contributions of any such college
Some was good but most
graduate, up to $1,000 within the "this proposition is especially effect he draped the bulletin working on the case.
was rash.
year, will be eligible for contri challenging right now, when in
stitutions of higher education are
butions from the Fund.
The plan further stipulates that facing higher costs, increased en
contributing employees must have rollments, and greater demands
at least a year's service with the for educated manpower on the
General Electric Company; the part of industry, science, the pro
contributions must be an actual fessions and government. Their
gift and not merely a pledge; and problem is complicated by inade
it must be made to an accredited quate or outmoded facilities in
U.S. college or university of many cases, and by overworked
which the contributor is an teaching staffs which are almost
earned degree holder. Mr. Reed always underpaid."
said the trustees will consider at NEW FINANCIAL
the end of 1955 whether the pro
Contributions made under the
gram should be extended, and new plan, according to Mr. Reed,
whether experience has indicated may be employed by the institu
changes that might improve it.
tion "to realize or foster the pri
The trustees of the General mary needs and objectives of an
Many young college men who
Electric Educational and Charit institution of higher education,
have worked at Safeway in
able Fund, he explained, are namely of augmenting the re
summer jobs have found food
strongly convinced that one of quired capital and general oper
the greatest untapped sources of ating funds, of providing of ex
retailing a fascinating business.
continuing support for higher panded student enrollment, of
After college, they've gone on
education lies in regular contri strengthening educational facili
with their Safeway careers—and
butions by alumni. With the ties and curricula, and of improv
backing and co-operation of the ing incentives for the highest
many of them now hold top jobs
General Electric Company, the quality of teaching."
with our company. Perhaps these
trustees decided that a "corpor YEAKS OF HELP
facts
will give you some idea of
ate alumnus" program, with its
The broad "program, in effect
provisions for joint action by the for many years, has consisted of
whether you'd like a career in
alumni and the fund, would do gifts and endowments, grants-in
this
challenging field.
the most to stimulate colleges and aid, equipment for instructional
universities to develop their own purposes, scholarships, fellow
alumni-giving
p r o g r a m s a n d ships for graduate study and vari
Qt Is food retailing interesting work ?
thereby help themtelves.
ous kinds of co-operative under
"It is clear that the one who takings.
Modern food retailing is a fastprofits most from education is
Inquiries about any phase of
the individual graduate, but un the Corporate Alumnus Program
paced, dynamic field — as different
deniably the benefits are shared should be directed to the G-E
from the old "cracker barrel" days
by the organizations with which Educational and Charitable Fund
he is associated," Mr. Reed said. 1 River Road, Schenectady 5, N.Y.
of food selling as a jet plane is from

Can a summer vacation job
turn into a career?

"Chick" Gleason, "Big Story" Reporter
By CLARK CHATFIELD

before the blaze. More informa
tion, more clues. Slowly all the
pieces fitted together.
Gleason presented his findings
to the authorities. A suspect was
picked up. Faced with the evi
dence, he confessed. The fire that
took thirteen lives had been set
by a man that thought it would
be a good way to get a job — help
ing fight the blaze.

Last year a disastrous forest
fire swept through Mendocino Na
tional Forest in Northern Cali
fornia. Thirteen men, twelve from
the New Tribes Mission and one
forest ranger, lost their lives.
One of the first newspaper re
porters on the scene to cover the
tragedy was "Chick" Gleason of
the Willows Journal. The story
that Gleason wrote was a master- "BIG STORY"
Gleason's story was bought by
Piece of reporting. So good, in
fact, that the story was carried the sponsors of "The Big Story"
by Associated Press throughout to be featured on their radio and
the nation, word by word as he television series. Last month that
story was presented to the radio
wrote it, carrying his byline.
audience from coast to coast.
FIRE CLUES
But "Chick" Gleason didn't get
But Gleason wasn't satisfied to hear his show. One half hour
with the explanations for the fire. before it went on the air an Air
He investigated, hunted for leads, Force B-50 crashed six miles
searched every available source south of Willows killing all but
for the slightest clue. Little pieces three of the crewmen. One of the
°f information slowly trickled in. first newsmen on the scene?
•A car had been seen in the area That's right—"Chick" Gleason.

the Wright brothers' first model.
New food processing methods, new
food products, make this field one of
the most challenging in the business
world.
Do you get trained on the job ?
'Ves, every Safeway store employee
"learns while he earns." In group
sessions and in on-the-job training,
trained supervisors help him broaden
his skills and prepare him for the
next job up the ladder.

Qt How big is the future in this field ?

A.

When you consider that there will be
15 million more people to feed by
I960, you can see there will be plenty
of room for capable young men in
food retailing. Few other fields offer
such a wide-open opportunity for a
young man to move ahead quickly.
If you're looking for a career in a
well-paid, challenging field, aren't
these things worth thinking about?

There's a career to look forward to
in food retailing
at SAFEWAY
.One in a series about career opportunities in a challenging field.
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ANNUAL HOLIDAY TEA
SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Reverend Stein Will
Speak In Chapel Tues.

FIRST NATIONAL FRAT
AT GOP ORGANIZES

The speaker for chapel next
Greens and decorated doors,
November 11, 1954 marked the
Tuesday will be Reverend Stein
Christmas music and refresh
from the Westminster House at beginning of organization for a
ments will be the offerings of the
the University of California at national fraternity at Pacific,
South Hall-West Hall Christmas
Berkeley. He will speak on the Twenty-one men met in Anderson
Tea, to be held this Sunday, De
Phoo'Pledge Dance subject "Joy is an Inside Job." "Y" on this date for the purpose
cember 5, from 2:30 until 5:00.
of forming the AKL Club, a step
Follows
Ski Theme
This tea is traditional with the
ping-stone on the way to the char
Minus the snow, Omega Phi Music Therapy Club
dorms and is held simultaneous
tering of an Alpha Kappa Lambda
On December 6, at 4:15 there Alpha will turn its house into a
ly in the two dorms. The halls
If you were among the audience chapter at COP. Mr. Lewis Bacon,
will be a recital presented by MU ski hut tomorrow night from 9
will have open house and all the
PHI EPSILON, the Mu Eta Chap to 12 for its fall pledge dance, the that heard this week's Music national executive secretary of
campus is invited to attend, and
ter. The program will consist of "Snowball Bounce." Members and Therapy Club Concert, "Adven Alpha Kappa Lambda, directed
be taken on a guided tour of the
selection from such composers as guests will further the theme tures in Music" you experienced the meeting, giving a brief outline
dorm which is the living quarters
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, and with dress in keeping with a win what has been hailed as the great of the fraternity and the possibili
of the majority of campus coeds.
est single achievement in record ties of establishing a chapter at
Bartok.
ter season.
College of the Pacific.
Chairmen for South Hall are:
Performers on this occasion
Chaperoning the affair will be ing. The complete recording of
refreshments, Lee Reichhold and will be Joan Wintermantel, mezzoAKL Club's recent elections have
"Romeo
and
Juliet"
by
Hector
Karen Anderson; decorations, soprano and her accompanist Nor Mr. and Mrs. Steinhauser and Dr. Berlioz is not only an outstanding resulted in the installation of the
Peggy Aldridge and Barbara Ham ma Magnuson; Janet Ray, violin and Mrs. O'Bryon. Wayne Morrill work based on the famous Shakes following officers: president, Ed
ilton; invitations, Phyllis Ball; ist, along with Mar Lyn Mainard, and his orchestra will supply the pearean play by the same name, Farley; vice-president, George
music, Joan Wintermantle; flow pianist; Katherine Kiehn and music.
Committee chairmen for the but a milestone in recording tech Larsen; recording secretary, Bill
ers, Helen Cohn. Chairmen for Faye Barnes; La Vonne Siefken,
nique which brings to the listener Taylor; corresponding secretary,
West Hall include: refreshments, mezzo-soprano, accompanied by dance are: J. B. Girard, refresh the complete satisfaction of true Stan Simpson; national co-ordinaments;
Vernon
Shinn,
decorations;
Sylvia Hue; entertainment, Dottie Barbara Dow; Ethel Blanchard,
tor, Bob Haigh; chaplain, Neal
color in sound.
Hudson; decorations, Mary Chen pianist. The chorus will also sing Billy Swor, bids; and Tom Perry,
Such a recording as this gives Fawcett; scholarship chairman,
clean-up.
ey; and flowers, Lorna Frey.
dramatic emphasis to the realiza Glen Davidson; social chairman,
a couple of numbers. To conclude
tion that tremendous strides are Glenn Hoiby; intramural mana
the program will be Pauline O'
being made in high fidelity repro ger, Duane Triplett; music chair
Briant, pianist, playing Allegro
COP Coeds In Maid Barbara and Evening in the
duction. With the exacting perfec man, Barrie Wells; publicity chair
Country.
tion of sound has come the need man, Don Scholefield.
Of Cotton Contest
On December 7, Tuesday even
for outstanding
performance. These officers will handle club
December
4,
from
2
to
5
in
the
Three College of the Pacific ing at 8:15 the Third Faculty Re
More
than
before,
orchestras
are business until the organization
coeds will compete in Fresno for cital will be held in the Conserva afternoon, Tau Kappa Kappa so being drawn to the absolutes of becomes an official chapter of its
rority
will
hold
a
card
party
and
the title of California Maid of tory. The three performers will
flawless interpretations and per national affiliate. Upon charter
Cotton. They are: Phyllis Pyle, be Horace Brown, violinist; Alex fashion show in honor of the formance. Even the triangle play ing, it will become the first or
mothers
of
TKK
girls
and
alum
Janet Bosch, and Nadine Reason- Einert Brown, cellist; and Edward
er has come into his own. On ganized national fraternity at Col
nae.
er.
Shadbolt, pianist. This trio will
Entertainment will be presented former types of phonographs, the lege of the Pacific and the fif
Girls competing from COP were play selections from Brahms and
by Donna Betz, Osky Stewart, triangle's high pitch was often teenth chapter of Alpha Kappa
June Shook, South Hall, Phyllis Mozart.
Lambda in the United States.
Helen 'Germain, and Marlyn Main lost.
Pyle, Alpha Thete, Lee Fletcher,
A committee is currently work
Next week's concert will feature
ard. During the afternoon a fash
Tau Kappa, Nancy O'Neil, West
ing
on the club's charter applica
all
American
composers
and
will
ion
show
will
be
given.
Announ
Hall, Nadine Reasoner, Zeta Phi, Drama Group Meets
cer will be Betty Van Hooser; include: "Appalachian Spring" by tion and is giving consideration
and Janet Bosch, Epsilon.
To Address Cards
models are Gwen Beacom, Marcia Aaron Copeland; "Symphony No. to the selection of a house mother
These coeds will be in com
Keil, Pat Crawford, Lee Fletcher, 3" by Roy Harris; "American and a cook. The social chairman
Sunday
afternoon
members
of
petition with other girls from
Festival Overture" by William has been given authorization to
California colleges. The winner of Theta Alpha Phi will meet in the Renee Lemaire, Carol Kinser, and Schumann; "The Black Maskers^' set a date for the club's first so
Joann Wild.
home
of
Miss
Pierce
for
a
Christ
this contest at Fresno will re
Chairmen for the committees by Roger Sessions; and "Concerto cial function, which will be an
ceive a free trip to Memphis, mas Card addressing party. This
are: invitations, Jane Barrett; re No. 1" in A Minor by Edward nounced at a later date.
is
an
annual
affair.
Christmas
Tennessee to compete for Nation
At the beginning of next sem
freshments, Carol Armstrong; MacDowell with Vivian Rivkin at
al Maid of Cotton. To be eligible cards are addressed and mailed to
ester AKL Club members will
gifts "and cards, Pauline O'Briant; the Piano.
all
the
alumni
members
of
the
for this contest all contestants had
In keeping with the Christmas take up residence in their new
set-up and decorations, Beverly
to be born in a cotton raising Drama Fraternity.
Spirit it is a pleasure to an home at 212 West Fulton Street,
Lloyd.
state.
nounce that the complete record working together toward their

Concerts Scheduled
For December 6,7

Card Party, Fashions
Presented At TKK

Xmas Card Lists

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club will hold a
business meeting at 3 p.m. at
the Anderson Y on Friday, De
cember 3. Dancing and refresh
ments will be enjoyed follows
ing the meeting.

Knolens, senior Women's Hon
orary, will be selling Christmas
card lists beginning next Monday.
These lists contain the names of
all COP students and their ad
dresses. For twenty-five cents,
one can buy a list at any of the
living groups.

Spurs Spread Cheer
Throughout r Season'
Spurs, Sophomore Women's
Honorary, is planning many activ
ities for the near future. Monday,
December 13, at the home of Miss
Martha Pierce, the Spurs will
hold their Christmas party.
The following day, the girls will
be selling little Christmas orna
ments to wear made out of holly,
mistletoe and ribbon. The fellows
will be particularly interested in
the mistletoe!
Thursday, December 16, Spurs
will visit the San Joaquin Hospital
to bring Holiday cheer to those
confined. They will sing Christ
mas carols, decorate a tree and
distribute cookies, fruit and maga
zines.

Loida Lerew Attends
UCPA Convention
is eloquently expressed In a
Tailored Diamond Ensemble.
Our selection for Juno brides
is destined to win your heart.

BGRELLI
2047 Pacific Ave.

ing of THE NUTCRACKER BAL goal of high scholarship, clean
LET will be presented on. Decern morals, and Christian brother
ber 15th. Watch the Music Ther hood.
apy Club poster.

Archania's Pledges
Climax Hell Week

Students Must Apply
Now For Jr. Rating

All sophomore students who
The "Rebs" will ramble tonight
have completed sixty college units
at Archania as the Fall pledge
must apply for junior standing
dance gets under way. The affair,
designated as the "Rebel Ram before Christmas vacation.
Application is made by picking
ble," will be held from 9 to 12 and
up
an application in duplicate at
will serve as a climax to Alpha
the Dean's office. These may be
Kappa Phi's hell week.
A sidelight to the dance will be obtained at any time. After pick
an official "basement warming" ing up the application, take it to
of Archania's freshly painted cel your advisor who will help you
lar. The renovated dugout fea complete it, then take it to Mr.
tures modern portraits of what Taylor's office in the Business Ad
appear to be musicians in the act ministration building.
These applications give the regi
of making music. Elbow grease of
strar
a chance to check the stu
the pledges and the artistic talent
of pledge Chuck Eckart com dent's record and see how he is
progressing.
pleted the project.
Music for tonight's dance will
be supplied by Phil Hardyman and
Two COP Students'
his Collegiates. In charge of de
Poetry Published
tails are: decorations, Don Havis;
refreshments, Lee Tonner; bids,
Mary Heath and James AchterRobert Dalton; clean-up, Cliff berg have had their poems selec
"Goose" Wheldon.
ted by the National Poetry Asso

Mrs. Loida Lerew, of COP's
speech department, left for Wash
ington DC November 17, to parti
cipate in the annual United Cere
bral Palsy Association conven
tion. Mrs. Lerew is President of
the San Joaquin county branch of
UCPA.
'Y' Continues Topic
Briefings by national officers
Dr. Arnold Sheverman, a prac
will aid members and interested ticing psychiatrist in Stockton,
parties in thq^ forming of study continued Anderson Y's topic for
groups. This fifth annual conven November, "Man In Search of
tion will also decide such national Himself," last Tuesday night.
level problems as policy, finance,
The group met for dinner from
research, and the program for the 5:30 to 6:00, after which there
coming year.
was singing, followed by Dr. ShevMrs. Lerew returned to resume erman's speech. The speech stim
her classes on Monday, November ulated discussion; those in atten
29.
dance enjoyed themselves.

ciation to be published in an An
nual Anthology of College Poetry.
The anthology is a compilation
of the finest poetry written by
the college men and women of
America, representing every sec
tion of the country. Selections
were made from thousands of
poems that were submitted.
"Come-Let Us Build" was writ
ten by Mary Heath, and James
Achterberg wrote "Cigarettes and
Us."

T H E
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KOPPEN-SMITH

Marian Meadowcroft last night
announced to her Epsilon soror
ity sisters, with the passing of
the traditional candle, her pinning
to Donald Anderson. Marian is an
English major preparing for a
secondary teaching credential.
While at COP*she has been a
member of the chapel committee,
rally committee ancl is at present
PSA social chairman and Epsilon
house manager.
At th eUniversity of California,
Don, an economics major, was
affiliated with Kappa Alpha frat
ernity and is now in his first year
at Hastings Law School.

President, Mrs. Burns
To Tour Hawaii
Doctor and Mrs. Robert E.
Burns will leave Sunday by plane
for Hawaii where he wilj study
the University of Hawaii for ac
creditation for the Western Col
lege Association.
While there the University will
take the Burns' on a tour of the
Islands and also there will be an
alumni gathering of former Paci
fic students now living in the
Islands. The combined business
and pleasure trip will give Dr.
Burns a chance to talk with pros
pective students.

DO YOU CARE? SEND A BUCK!
America's biggest CARE pack
age, 17 million pounds of surplus
food, will be distributed overseas
through CARE's Christmas Food
Crusade which will deliver two
15 pound food packages for one
dollar.

Desa Cucuk, CARE Regional
Director, in appealing for pub
lic support of the Food Crusade
stated,
"Each dollar contribution will
cover the processing and distri
bution costs of two 15 pound
packages of surplus agricultural
commodities including rice, but
ter, beans, cheese and powdered
milk. The packages cannot be
designated for specific individu
als, but will be distributed to the

W E E K L Y
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Brubeck Hits The Big Time

Following is the text of a press release received from Lou
Gartner, former College of Pacific student, who is now president
of Milestone Productions Inc., concerning the signing of another
WANDU NG-AMAROL
former Pacificite, Dave Brubeck, to do a series of television films.
1
Gartner was active on COP sta-T
Last Monday night in West
tions KAEO and KCVN while Milestone Productions, Inc., an
Hall the announcement of a fire,
here and served in the Signal independent television production
which turned out to be in some
Corps in Europe in the film divi- ;comany has signed Columbia re
one's heart, gave the clue of the
sion prior to his affiliation with cording jazz artist Dave Brubeck
engagement of Peggy Marie
to a contract projecting, a TV
Milestone Productions.
Wandling to Anthony Roderick
series based on Brubeck's individ
Amarol. The engagement was
|III of Livermore, California. The ual style of jazz, it was announced
first revealed when her father
two met through his sister, Mari by President Lou Gartner.
made the announcement at dinner
Brubeck, Downbeat and Metro
on Thanksgiving.
lyn Moore Craig, who was once
Miss Wandling, of San Luis
Donna's roommate in South Hall. nome award winner, and his com
bo will be featured in a format
Obispo, California, graduated
Donna is the daughter of Mr. designed "to bring an understand
from Monticito School for Girls
and Mrs. Everett Rancine of Fort ing of contemporary jazz to the
in Santa Barbara before entering
Bragg, California. She will grad
T
:
general public."
COP. It was at the last College
uate in February and plans to
of Pacific summer session that
RANCINE-MOORE
Milestone is rearing, for first
teach primary grades.
she and Tony first met. Peggy is
release, a series on jazz using the
The
arrival
of
a
box
of
candy
Jim
graduated
from
the
Univer
majoring in speech therapy.
American university as a back
The benedict is a native of at a South Hall house meeting sity of California as an electronic ground.
Stockton and is now in the Active bore the inscription, "I haven't engineer. He is now working on a
Brubeck was featured and ap
Naval Reserves at the Stockton my ring yet, but . . . "Donna Ran- computer at the University of
peared on the cover of Time
California
Radiation
Laboratory
Naval Training Center.
cine (and Jim, of course), thus in Livermore. He is the son of Mr. magazine Nov. 8, in an article
The wedding is slated for the
announcing the engagement of and Mrs. James Marshall Moore, highlighting the Southland as the
first Sunday in June and will be
birthplace of the "new music."
Donna
to James Marshall Moore Jr., of Alameda, California.
in the Morris Chapel with the re-

During Thanksgiving vacation
the engagement of Jeanne Koppen and Donald H. Smith was an
nounced to their families. The
groom's parents held open house,
in Holtville so that their friends
might meet the bride-elect.
The groom announced the en
gagement to his Archite brothers
with a poem read by the* house
mother, Mrs. DuBois. The tradi
tional box of cigars was passed
to those present.
Jeanne is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles R. Koppen of
Stockton. She is a sophomore reli
gious education major and an of
ficer of the Central Wesley Fel
lowship. Next fall she will attend
the University of California at
Berkeley.
Don is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman P. Smith. He is a senior
pre-ministerial student. Next year
he will enter Pacific School of Re
ligion in Berkeley. He is the presi
dent of Central Wesley Fellow ception at the Unitarian Church
ship.
Youth Annex. Martie Kahn and
The couple plan to be married Carol Thompson are to be brides
in June of 1955.
maids and Cynthia Cobb will be
the maid of honor.

Marian Meadowcroft
Announces Pinning

P A C I F I C

poverty-stricken in many areas
abroad."
Distributions will be made in
Austria, Egypt, Great Britain,
West Germany and Berlin, Fin
land, France, Greece, Hong Kong,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Laos,
Norway, the Philippines, Viet
nam, Yugoslavia and 14 countries
in Central and South America.
Last Christmas, with the sup;
port of the American people,
CARE distributed 500,000 surplus
food packages in 16 countries as
a gesture of holiday good-will.
Contributions to the Christmas
Crusade may be sent to CARE,
San Francisco 11, or to the local
CARE office, the Railway Express
Company in Stockton.
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TIGERS BEAT CHICO STATE

Rhizoma Titlists , ^
Seek UCLA
Rhizomia Captures
Intramural Title

PaCtftC^P^pDrtH
Sports Editor

Ces Cintti

Ass't Sports Editor

Al

Mangin

Reporters—Bill Hammersmith, Stan Pedder, Bob Yeamen.

Rhizomia nipped Omega Phi
7-0 last week in a play-off game
to win the intramural football
championship.
By winning, Rhizomia will now
meet the College of the Pacific
faculty ip a benefit game next
Tuesday.
Admission will be twenty-five
cents with the money going for
medical costs.
After a scoreless first half,
•(KBJ/7,-.
which saw the "Phoos" playing
almost entirely in Rhizite terri
tory, once driving to the eight
yard line, Rhizomia got on the
scoreboard when A1 Culp took a
flat pass from Quarterback Dave
Tivio and romped 70 yards for
the winning touchdown.
Rhizomia 7-1
Omega Phi-6-2
TIGER BASKETEERS FOR THE 1954-55 SEASON ARE: left
Archania 2-5
to right, front row, Galen Laack, Clyde Conner, Ces Ciatti, Ernie
Quonsetts 1:6
Lindo, Bob Badger, and coach Van Sweet; middle row, Tom Welch,
Manor Hall 0-7
Don Brownfield, John Thomas, Britt Vail, A. D. Williams, and
varsity manager, Norman Nazaar; back row, Al Mangin, Nick
Romanoff, Ron DeVight, Ron Stark, Don Zumbro, and trainer
Mel Morretti.

Faculty "High"
For Champs

December 7 will be the day and
Baxter stadium will be the site of
the faculty-intramural champions
football game.
This year the crown went to
the powerful Rho Lambda Phi
squad. Led by their two all-intramural aces, Dave "Slingshot" Ti
vio and Al "The Horse" Culp,
plus a strong forward wall, the
frat men should prove formidable
even against such an array of
talent put out by the faculty.
"ALL SOMETHINGS"
Playing for the favored faculty
will be "Jarrin' " John Nickcevich,
"Moose" Myers, "Speedy" Melick,
and "Rip" Rhode, plus a host of
former "all-somethings" including
Van "the Vicious" Sweet.
The game will start at 4 _and
no admission will be charged.
Come out and see this battle of
the grid Titans in the 1954 Wash
Bowl.

SPORTS

TIGER LOCKER ROOM

QUIZ

By CHAT
QUESTIONS
1. How many Ail-Americans
will be on the West team in the
East-West game?
2. United Press named UCLA
national collegiate football cham
pion for 1954. What team did
they choose last year?
3. Was San Diego's new mana
ger, Bob Elliott, ever chosen as
the most valuable player in the
National League?
4. How many PCC records did
the UCLA football team break
this year?
5. Who will represent the West
in the Junior Rose Bowl?
ANSWERS
1. 5
2. Maryland
3. Yes, in 1947
4. 3
5. El Camino J.C.

Santa is buying a . . .

By CES CIATTI

JOHN THOMAS HITS FOR 23 POINTS

By PETE LEWIS
John Thomas with 23 points led the COP Tigers to their first
basketball win of the season over Chico State by the score of 74-71
in the loser's gym. The game was undecided until the final five
seconds of play.
George Maderos, the first Chico
State footballer ever to be chosen
to play in the Shrine game,
started putting the Tigers behind
the eight ball early in the game.
Maderos had 14 points in the first
half to lead Chico State to a 42-31
half time lead.
During the first half the Ben
gals could never get untracked.
Chico State almost completely
dominated the backboards for the
first twenty minutes of play. At
half time Chico State had held
Nick Romnoff to three field goals'
and John Thomas to seven points.
THOMAS HOT
It took John Thomas to put the
Tigers back on their game. Be
ginning the second half 11 points
behind, "sure shot" Thomas bag
ged six straight points before
anyone could get started. The
Tigers started to overhaul Chico
State, but it was a long slow
fight.
Don Zumbro and Don Brownfield taking their cue from Thom
as began to hit from all corners.
With seven and a half minutes
remaining, Zumbro made a jump
shot from twelve feet out to put
GREAT THINGS are expected the Tigers ahead 60-59. After
of last year's frosh star, John that shot the Tigers were never
headed again.
Thomas.

Well, it's about time for col
leges to throw the old pigskin in
the closet till next spring. The
only college games that remain
to be played are the "Bowl
GOOD SHOWING
Games" come New Year's Day. KOVR BASKETBALL
Here's the lineup for those big GAMES FOR SEASON
For 'their first game of the sea
post season clashes:
son the Tigers looked very good.
Following is the Wednesday TV The one weak point of the team
Rose Bowl — Ohio State (9-0)
schedule for games involving was its spotty backboard play, but
vs USC (8-3)
Sugar Bowl — Navy (7-2) vs California Basketball Association that will be overcome with a few
teams:
more games under their belts.
Mississippi (9-1)
December 1—St. Mary's vs. California
Cotton Bowl — Arkansas (8-2)
Under the new foul rule, Pacific
Aggies at St. Mary's. December 8—St.
vs Georgia Tech (7-3)
earned 10 bonus shots, and made
Mary's vs. Fresno State at St. Mary's. De
Orange Bowl, Nebraska (6-4) vs cember 29—USF vs. San Diego at Kezar seven of them good. Chico made
Pavilion.
Duke (7-2-1)
nine out of their ten bonus shots
January 5—San Jose vs. Pacific at Stock good.
Gator Bowl—Baylor vs. Auburn
ton Civic Auditorium. January 12—-St. Mary's
An oddity of the game was that
If you saw the Army-Navy vs. Pacific at Stockton Civic Auditorium.
game last Saturday, you must January 19—Pacific vs. Santa Clara at only five Bengals scored and all
find it hard to believe that power Stockton Civic Auditorium. January 26 — those who scored hit the double
figures.
ful Pat Uebel of Army was left San Jose vs. Cal Poly at San Jose Gym.
February 2 — Loyola vs. Pacific at
off every ail-American team
In a preliminary game the
Stockton Civic Auditorium. February 9 —
either first or second squad.
USF vs. Pacific at Stockton Civic Auditor Pacific Frosh was defeated by the
Look for coach Buck Shaw of ium. February 16—USF at St. Mary's at Chico Frosh 59-29. The Bengal
the 49er's to be replaced next sea St. Mary's. February 23—USF vs. San Jose cubs playing together for their
son at the helm of the SF pro State at San Jose.
first time tired badly in the last
March 2—USF vs. Santa Clara at Kezar
team. A big reason for it came Pavilion.
half.
.
last Sunday at Baltimore when
CHICO STATE
PT
Fg
F
Ft
the 49ers elected to go for a field
0
3
Calvert, f . . .0
0
goal instead of the one yard on
14
4
2
Ceaglio, f . . .5
the Colts 7 yard line. At that
24
1
12
Maderos, c . . 6
time the game was tied 13-13. If
8
Piercy, g . . .3
2
3
WRA Basketball Schedule
2
Coons, g . . .1
0
3
the 49'ers had gotten the yard and
0
1
Mstlotto, f . 0
0
the first down they would have November
4
3
Wagoner, f . .2
0
held possession of the ball with
Monday, Nov. 23: 7:00-9:00
5
Snyder, c . . .1
3
1
only 2 minutes remaining; as it
Tuesday, Nov. 23: 7:00-8:00
14
4
Fidler, g .
6
2
Ray, g . ..
0
0
0
was the 49ers got the field goal,
0
Tournament:
After
Thanksgiving
but the Colts got the ball and
71
21
Totals .24
23
Nov. 29, 7:00-9:00
with less than 2 minutes remain
Nov. 30, 7:00-8:00
ing scored on a TD pass. The
PACIFIC
Dec. 1, 7:00-9:00
49ers lost a key game against the
PT
Fg
F
Ft
Chi Bears earlier in the season
Dec. 6, 7:00-9:00
11
4
Romnoff, f . .3
5
by the same strategy.
Dec. 7, 7:00-8:00
Thomas, f . .9
4
23
5
0
Mangin, c . . . .0
0
0
Maybe you've seen the various
Dec. 8, 7:00-9:00
14
Connor, g .. . .5
4
3
ail-American teams floating
4
12
Brnfield, g . .4
3
a r o u n d l a t e l y . W e l l h e r e ' s t h e Oregon at Q; Howard Cassidy,
14
1
Zumbro, f . . .6
2
Pacific Weekly version of the
DeVight, c . . .0
2
0
0
Ohio State; and Paul Larsen, Cal
Ciatti, g
0
0
0
0
"all-stars": LE Max Bokjdston,
Oklahoma; LT Jack Ellena, UC at the halfbacks. At fullback is
74
17
Totals . 27
20
LA; LG Ron Beagle, Navy; in the Alan Ameche of Wisconsin. Even
Free throws missed: Pacific 12, Chico
backfield we're prejudiced and the UCLA line would have
State 5. Officials: Chuck Calhoun and Jock
have two "coasters" George Shaw I trouble with that team.
Mauger. Halftime score: Chico 42, Pacific 31-

WRA SCHEDULE

are YOU?

on sale next Mon. - Tues., PSA office

G I F T W R A P P I N G S
—
J E W E L R Y
—
G L A S S W A R E
T O M M Y T I G E R S
M a k e Us Your C h r i s t m a s G i f t H e a d q u a r t e r s
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TEAM AWARDS FOR FOOTBALL GIVEN
AT STOCKTON QB CLUBBERS' BANQUET
The footballing Tigers went into semi-retirement last Monday
night, when the Stockton Quarterback Club gave its annual banquet,
at which the team awards are given.
Captain Jim Timms, was elec-"*
"
ted by his teammates to receive
the Douglas Vierra Memorial tro
phy for being the most valuable
senior on the squad. The fourCincinnati and Washington
year letterman also received the
State
dominated the College of
captain's award.
the Pacific all-opponent team this
Gene Cronin was awarded the
year but Ron Drzewiecki of Mar
Reverend Fred Busher trophy for
quette was a unanimous choice
being the outstanding lineman of
for the third year in a row.
the year. Senior quarterback Milt
The Bearcats and the Cougars
Adair, the take charge man, was
both placed three men on the
given the Joseph Francis Memor
team with Stanford, Texas Tech,
ial trophy for the most improved
San
Jose State, Colorado A&M,
player.
and Marquette each having one.
Charles Erb III awarded Dewey
Indiana and Idaho were the only
Tompkins, the 149 pound work
teams not represented.
horse of the squad, with the
The complete team with num
Charles Erb memorial trophy for
ber of votes as selected by the
the most inspirational player.
Tiger players are:
The Congressman Leroy John
LE John Stewart, Stanford
son trophy for the outstanding (20); LT Jerry Waler, Texas
place kicker went to Dutch Grose Tech (14); LG Tom Louderback,
who is renowned for his ability, San Jose State (19); C Dave
to split the uprights.
Faulkner, Cincinnati (20); RG
Fullback Lynn Swanson re Jack Campbell, Cincinnati (13);
ceived the Sid Robinson Memorial RT Tom Gunnari, Washington
trophy for loyalty, and Neven (the State; RE Rus Quackenbush,
Bull) Hulsey was awarded the Washington State (17); QB Gary
Harry E. Kane Sr. award for the Glick, Colorado A&M (24); LH
outstanding defensive player.
Ron Drzewiecki, Marquette (35);
Also honored at the banquet RH Joe Miller, Cincinnati (15);
were the seven seniors who have FB Ducke Washington, Washing
ton State (18).
finished their footballing.

Pacific's All-Opponent
Choices Announced

P A C I F I C

W E E K L Y

EASTERN GASABA
SWING RUGGED
(Editor's Note: This is a series on teams Pa
cific will play on its Eastern basketball swing
from December 13 to 24. To be continued next
edition.)

CINCINNATI
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Water Polo Final Today
Last week in the AAU water
polo tournament, which California
won for the second straight year,
the College of the Pacific was
forced to third place by virtue of
a 1-2 tourney record.
Pacific started out strong in
the three-day tourney by downing
the Athens Club of Oakland 9-7
in the opener. It was a game in
which the Tigers started out fast,
gaining a 5-1 lead before half-time
and coasting to the win. Leading
the Tiger scoring was Bob Goughran who hit for five while Bob
Taylor added three and Breck
Greene one.

The University of Cincinnati
boasts one of the strongest quin
tets in the midwest. Last season
the Bear-Cats had an impressive
11-10 record against such opposi
tion as Dayton, Wyoming, and
Indiana, the Big Ten champions.
Expected to carry the brunt of
the attack for the Bear-Cats this
season are 6-6 Jack Tivyman, 6-2
Bill Lammert, 6-7 Dave Plunket,
and 6-4 Phil Wheder. Among oth
ers, Cincinnati will face Bradley, GOOD DEFENSE
Outstanding on defense were
Seton Hall, Western Kentucky,
guards Dickson Hoogs and Stan
Duquesne, and COP this year.
Pedder, while goalie Bruce RoseDUQUESNE
Pre-season polls have gone all mond drew many gasps from the
out this year for the mighty crowd for his sparkling play.
In the second game of the tour
"Dukes" of Duquesne. Most ex
perts pick them to finish at least ney, which was also the champion
number two in the nation. Last ship game, COP was faced once
year Duquesne had a 26-3 record. again by California.
This was the game that saw the
Leading the Dukes will be Dick
Ricketts, the 6-7 unanimous ail- Golden Bear jump to a commandAmerican, 6-3 Si Green, supposed
ly the finest driver in collegiate Hall, plus appearing in New York
basketball, and Dave Ricketts, Holiday Festival in Madison
Square Garden.
brother to Dick.
Personnel-wise the Flyers are
DAYTON
The University of Dayton ranks loaded. Swan-foot Bill Uhl is back,
right behind Duquesne in the pre as is 6-8 John Horan, 6-4 Bob
season polls. Most of last year's Fiely, 6-5 Chris Harris, and 6-1
squad, which had a 25-7 record, Bob Jacobs. Horan has been
will be returning to face one of picked as a potential all-American
the toughest schedules in the by many experts. However, Horan
country, meeting the likes of Du is being pushed by a 7 foot jun
quesne, Bowling Green, Seton ior named Tom Uhl.

ing lead at half-time only to have
the water-Bengals roar back to
tie the score with but one minute
and 25 seconds remaining to play.
Then, to the amazement of all,
the Tigers scored one more goal
to push ahead 12-11 with 15 sec
onds to go, only to have the Bears
tie it up and force an overtime
period.
NO RESERVES

Once in the overtime, Pacific,
due to a small bench, was slowly
dragged under to defeat 16-13.
Leading the scoring once again
was Gaughran, who dazzled the
score-keepers to the tune of ninepoints. Bob Taylor, playing a su
perb game, powered in four goals.
Defensive standouts were Bob
Hardiman and Breck Greene.
The Tigers, due to the Califor
nia victory, were faced with a
playoff game against the Olympic
Club. The club, realizing the scor
ing power of Gaughran, played
three guards on him at times in
an effort to hold him down. The
defense paid off with Bob able to
garner but three markers. At the
Olympic Club end of the tank,
Jim Gaughran, brother of Bob,
was unstoppable with ten points
as he lead the Club to an 11-6
rout.
The Tiger paddlers end thejr
season today in the Pacific pool
against an always strong El Camino team which is tutored by
the Olympic Games water polo
coach, Uro Sarri. The game is
slated to start at 3:30.

TO LINCOLN
VILLAGE
£ LOPI
PORTER AVE.
PLENTY
' OF
FREE
PARKING

CENTRO
MART

New 1952 Edition—Full Set, 36 Vol.

FUNK & WAGNALLS ENCY.
plus

Partisan Members

1953 and 1954 YEAR BOOKS
and

Unabridged Century Dictionary
CALL MRS. MENSE—HO S-8928
****************** ************-i

say:
"WHAT'S OUR
MOTTO?

NARANJADO"

FOR RENT: Furnished room
with twin beds for two refined
boys; private home in Mayfair
district. $17.50 each per month;
furnish own linens. References
to be exchanged. Transportation
available if desired. After 5:30
phone GRanite 7-2943.

• F O R

SWAIN RD.

R E N T *

Several Apartments far married couples
in Manor Hall. Call a t t h e Business
Office in Administration Bldg. for f u r 
ther information.

J. BARFNSNARFF Says:

POTZROBY
GALOOT.

• I LIKE THE END ZONE —
IT HAS GOOD FOOD

THE END ZONE

LONGVIEW AVE.
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WHAT DID IT COST
TO CREATE YOUR J O B ?
If you're an average U.S. factory worker—$12,000.
If you're a rough carpenter, it took approximately $350 worth
of tools to set you up in your trade.
Tools for a garage mechanic cost about $3,000; for a
Washington wheat farmer $12,500; for a secretary $300.
But if you work for Union Oil, it took $77,000 worth of tools
in the form of trucks, service stations, refineries, oil wells, etc., to
create your job.* Obviously, some of our jobs require considerably
less investment than $77,000 and some considerably more. But
this is the average for Union's more than 9,000 employees.
That's big money. But it accomplishes big things.
It brings Union's customers better products at lower costs. It
enables each employee to produce more and therefore earn more.
It creates better jobs and a higher standard of living.
*Even this figure does not include the "tools" Union rents for its
employees, such as office space, tankers, telephone service, etc.

UNION OIL 0COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

bp
arc'invital w*
°f ^ 0il t0 MPlain how business '-"ions. Your comment,
arc invited. Write The President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, California.

IfTT?

